are distinguished mainly by the fact that this is their only discernible effect on the cell.)
Many plasmids are transferred from one bacterial cell to another as a result of the conjugation process that they promote. This phenomenon, (which occurs only in Gram negative bacteria) can result in the epidemic spread of a plasmid throughout a bacterial population, particularly when cells harboring the plasmid possess a selective advantage. Other plasmids, not transferable by conjugation, can nevertheless be spread from one cell to another by the process of phage transduction.
The organization of the 1968 Ciba Symposium, entitled "Bacterial Episomes and Plasmids," indicates the profound importance of these genetic elements to two groups: the molecular biologists, and the epidemiologists and clinicians concerned with bacterial diseases of domestic animals and humans. The interest of the latter group, of course, centers on the R factors, since these factors are now responsible for most drug resistance encountered in clinical practice. For example, the proportion of multiresistant Shigella dysenteriae (resistant simultaneously to streptomycin, chloramphenicol, tetracyclines and sulfonamides) in epidemics of dysentery in Japan rose from 10 or 20 percent in Consocient gentes -let the peoples come together -is the motto of the CIBA Foundation, whose goal it is to promote international cooperation within the biological sciences. Each year the Foundation organizes a number of three-day symposia, which then are published in book form.
Early in 1968, the Foundation brought 23 distinguished ethologists, psychologists, and psychiatrists together to discuss the role of learning in psychotherapy. The 15 papers and the discussions that followed have been organized under four major sections: Ethology (1 paper), Validation of Results of Psychotherapy (4), Learning: Techniques in Education and Treatment (7), and Prospects for the Future (3). Most of the participants were proponents of either Freud or Pavlov. The goals, stated by Neal Miller, the Conference Chairman, were to expose the participants to each others' ideas and observations "while engaging in sharp controversy without personal enmity." Perhaps the most exciting aspect of this book is that these goals were achieved to a surprisingly large degree.
Nowhere in the psychological sciences is there more ambiguity and less knowledge than in the area of psychotherapy. Yet, there is little communication between proponents of differing views. Psychoanalytically oriented psychotherapists frequently are unwilling to listen to that which conflicts with their theory; similarly, behaviorally oriented clinicians often feel they have nothing to learn from clinicians whose theoretical basis does not rest on empirical laboratory research. Analysts refer to behavior therapists as mechanistic and even unethical individuals who treat symptoms but not causes. Likewise, behaviorists refer to analysts as "soft" traditionalists who operate on a medical disease model that is inappropriate to the task. Neither reads the others' publications and what little communication there is usually consists of hostile sniping at straw men. Thus, it is truly refreshing that a few prominent spokesmen for these two schools of thought have taken the time to come together to exchange ideas and perceptions. It is gratifying to hear Arnold Lazarus, a past president of the Society for the Advancement of Behavior Therapy, state that it is "simplistic and naive" to believe that all complex neurotic disorders can be reduced to phobic clusters and accordingly deconditioned. It is equally gratifying to hear the noted psychoanalyst, Joseph Sandler, state that "the analytic situation itself is highly structured in that it contains certain explicit or implicit rules . . . Today's analyst does not wait for the patient to run through his entire neurotic repertory before he responds, but may start active intervention" (p. 313). D. H. Malan carries it still further when he states that "many analytic techniques today contain a great deal of differential rewarding" (p. 313). This is the beginning of a much different and more realistic attitude than the defensive rejection of each others' contributions.
The papers themselves are of uneven quality and mainly of two types: (1) summaries of research on particular topics, e.g., modelling procedures (Albert Bandura), controlled studies of systematic desensitization (Isaac Marks and Michael Gelder), token economies for psychiatric patients (Leonard Krasner), recent work at the Wisconsin Primate Laboratories (Gene Sackett), and instrumental conditioning of glandular and visceral responses (Neal Miller). (2) Theoretical explanations of important issues related to learning in the psychotherapeutic situation, e.g., Joseph Sandler and Walter Joffe's discussion of the "safety principle" which they believe is enormously important to learning; Stefan Leder's two-stage theory of psychotherapy involving a passive learning or "placebo effect" and then an active relearning with the therapist's help, and Jerome Frank's sum-mary of important variables in assessing the psychotherapy results. In one of the few papers to present previously unpublished results, Arnold Lazarus supplies evidence that graded structure with a succession of definite therapeutic stages through which a patient can advance may be an important ingredient in behavioral therapeutic success. Thomas Freeman's paper on "the learning component in the dynamic psychotherapeutic situation" offers less than sound evidence to support his conclusion that the result of treatment is equally dependent upon learning and on the state of the patient's instinctual development as reflected in the nature of his object relations. Equally unconvincing is David Malan's paper on a method for assessing therapeutic success. Finally, Howard Hunt's prospectus on the future possibilities of behavior therapy provides the volume's optimistic highpoint. Dr. Hunt believes that the development of behavior therapy provides for a growing and productive symbiosis between dynamic personality theory and modern behavior theory. As a result Theory will devote more attention to adaptation processes and to learning and behavior control. Therapists will be more active, will analyze the behavioral problems confronting them more closely, be more free with their use of differentiated techniques selected to produce specific effects, and more inclined to settle for, or specify, particular if limited goals (p. 260).
The discussions that followed the papers were frequently more stimulating than the papers themselves. Especially provocative were the discussion of values that followed Dr. Hunt's paper, that of the possible application of experimental findings from primate research following Dr. Sackett's paper, and the two general discussions, one following the seven papers on learning techniques and the other at the end of the conference.
All in all, this book provides some thought-provoking material that can be read profitably by psychotherapists of any persuasion, e.g., Bandura's observation that "Psychodynamic and social-learning therapies are . . . equally concerned with modifying the 'causes' of deviant behavior. However, these theories differ (often radically) in what they regard these determinants to be" (p. 212). However, rather than content (much of which has been summarized in more complete form recently [Cyril Franks, Behavior Therapy: Status and Appraisal, New York: McGraw-Hill and Co., 1969] ), the main contribution of this book is to serve as a model for the type of communication that can take place between proponents of differing theoretical orientations. As Neal Miller states in his closing address, "as long as we combine innovation with evaluation and encourage two-way communication between the laboratory and the clinic, we are likely to continue to find better solutions to the urgent problems of mental ill health" (p. 333). Although this volume does not provide writing of uniformly high quality, it has fulfilled the CIBA Foundation's goal of "let the peoples come together" in an admirable fashion. 
